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IX History CHAPTER 6 PEASANTS AND FARMERS 

CONCEPTS: 

OPEN FIELDS AND COMMON LAND: 

Peasants cultivated open fields which were strips of land near their villages. These strips were of 

varying quality. This was a measure to ensure that everyone had a mix of good and bad land. Beyond 

these strips lay common land which was used by all to graze cattle, gather fruits and berries and fire 

wood. This began to change from the 16th century. Wool became important. Farmers began to enclose 

fields to improve sheep breeds and ensure good feed. With enclosed fields there was no concept of 

common land. This changed the entire landscape of England. 

Thrust in Grain Cultivation: From the mid-18th century onwards enclosures became different. 

They were now for grain cultivation. English population was expanding and Britain was industrialising. 

People moved to urban areas. Lesser people had to produce more grains. The market for food grain 

expanded. Food grain prices rose. This encouraged landowners to enclose lands and enlarge the area 

under grain cultivation. 

Enclosures: Food grain production increased as much as population. England was producing almost 

80% of the food grain the population consumed. Crop production received a boost through various 

crop rotation techniques. Enclosures allowed landowners to expand the land under their control and 

produce more for the market. 

The Farmers — The Poor: The poor no longer had access to the commons. They were displaced from 

their lands and found their customary rights disappearing. Work became uncertain, insecure and 

income unstable. 

Dependency on Machines — The Thresher: During the Napoleonic wars the threshing machine was 

introduced to lessen dependency on labour and increase production. After theNapoleonic wars ended 

soldiers returned home but found no work. At the same time an agricultural depression set in. There 

was agricultural surplus and labourers without work. 

BREAD BASKET AND DUST BOWL: 

America the Land of Promises: During the time of enclosed fields in England, in the USA, the white 

American settlers were confined to a small narrow strip in the east. By early 20th century, these 

Americans moved westward. America was seen as a land of promises. TheAmerican Indians were 

forced to give up their land and move westward. The white Americans now moved westward, cleared 
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land and cultivated wheat. 

The Demand for Wheat: From the late 19th century onwards there was a population increase.Export 

market in wheat was also becoming bigger. Demand for wheat increased. Wheat supply from Russia 

was cut off. During the First World War the wheat market boomed. 

The Introduction of Inventions: New technology was introduced which aimed at increasing 

production. Tractors, disk ploughs, mechanical reapers, combine harvesters, etc., began to be used. 

THE INDIAN FARMER AND OPIUM PRODUCTION: 

Trade with China: Opium production in India is directly linked to the British trade with China.The 

western merchants wanted to balance their trade with China and hence searched for a commodity that 

could sell in China. The English bought tea from China and the Chinese bought opium from them. 

The Opium — Its Source — India: The Indian peasants were forced to grow opium. The 

British government bought this opium from them at nominal rates. 

Unwilling Cultivators: The cultivators were unwilling to produce opium for various reasons: 

opium required fertile land rates paid by the British were very low  it required looking after 

The British discovered that opium produced in British territories was declining whereas in territories not 

under British rule the production was increasing. Traders were selling opium directly to China. This 

forced the British to establish its monopoly over this trade. 

The Poor: The machines spelt misery for the poor farmers. Many bought machines on loan which they 

could not pay later. Jobs were difficult to find. Production expanded and soon there was surplus. Wheat 

prices fell and export markets were adversely affected. The Great AmericanDepression ruined the 

farmers in the 1930s. 

Dust Bowl: In the 1930s, great dust storms were experienced. These killed cattle and destroyed land. 

Farmers had cleared land of grass which rendered large areas of land coverless and dry. The sod was 

broken into dust. 

 MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS [1 MARK] 

Q.1. The continuous movement of the pastoral communities helps in 

(a) Recovery of the pastures    (b) prevention of their overuse 

(c) Reduction in the demand of houses   (d) both A and B 

Q.2. which practice disappeared by 1800, drastically changing the lives of the labourers? 

(a) Till 1800, the labourers lived with landowners, ate with their masters and helped themthroughout 
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the year doing various jobs 

(b) Now they were paid wages and employed only during harvest times 

(c) To increase their profits the landlords cut the amount they had to spend on their workers 

(d) All the above 

Q.3. why did the white settlers want to push away the Indian Americans from their lands? 

(a) The land possessed by the Indians could be turned into cultivated fields 

(b) Forest timber could be exported, animals hunted for skins, mountains mined for gold and Minerals 

(c) Both (a) and (b) 

(d) It was a committed policy of the US Government 

Q.4. Who was Captain Swing? 

(a) A farmer   (b) A labourer   (c) A mythical name   (d) A landlord 

Q.5. Which of these reasons led to a radical transformation of the landscape by the early 

20th century? 

(a) White Americans had moved westward     (b) Local tribes were displaced 

(c) Entire landscape was carved into different agricultural belts in the USA (d) All the above 

Q.6. what were the reasons of the dust storms? 

(a) Early 1930s were years of persistent drought   

(b) The wind blew with ferocious speed 

(c) The entire landscape had been ploughed over, stripped of all the grass that held ittogether. 

(d) All the above 

Q.7. In the 19th century, the two major commercial crops India came to produce for the 

world Market were 

(a) indigo   (b) opium   (c) maize   (d) both (a) and (b) 

Q.8. Why were the Confucian rulers of China, the Manchus, suspicious of all foreign 

Merchants? 

(a) The British were buying tea at very low rates 

(b) They feared that the British would interfere in local politics and disrupt their authority 

(c) China was self-sufficient and did not want to trade with any country 

(d) All the above 

Q.9. Name the US President who said “Plant more wheat, wheat will win the war.” 
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(a) President Roosevelt  (b) President Clinton  (c) President Bush  (d) President Wilson 

Q.10. How much land did the wheat barons possess at this time in the USA? 

(a) 1000-2000 acres of land    (b) 2000-3000 acres of land 

(c) 3000-4000 acres of land    (d) 4000-5000 acres of land 

Q.11. In 1831, Cyrus McCormick invented the first mechanical reaper. What was its most 

Important advantage? 

(a) In could harvest 50 acres of wheat  (b) 500 acres of wheat could be harvested in two 

weeks 

(c) It could cut grass on large areas  (d) It could prepare the ground for cultivation 

Q.12. Which one of these is not the correct option for the cause of the Great Agrarian 

Depression in the USA? 

(a) Production had declined rapidly (b) Storehouses overflowed with grain 

(c) Vast amount of corn and wheat were turned into animal feed (b) Wheat prices fell and export 

marketscollapsed 

Q.13. What did the settlers of the Great Plains realise after the 1930s? 

(a) Using older methods of cultivation were better than modern machines 

(b) Competition with other countries was not healthy 

(c) They had to respect the ecological conditions of each region 

(d) None of the above 

Q.14. What was Chinese Emperor‟s order about the use of opium in China? 

(a) The British were allowed to sell opium in China 

(b) The Chinese Emperor told his people to cultivate more and more opium 

(c) The Emperor had forbidden its production and sale except for medicinal purposes 

(d) None of the above 

Q.15. In 1839, who was sent by the Emperor to Canton as a Special Commissioner to stop 

the opium trade? 

(a) I-tsing   (b) Lin Ze-xu     (c) Lao-Tsu   (d) None of the above 

Q.16. What was the result of the „Opium War‟ (1837-42)? 

(a) China was forced to accept the humiliating terms of the subsequent treaties signed 

(b) It had to legalise the opium trade 
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(c) It had to open up China to foreign merchants 

(d) All the above 

Q.17. What did the enclosure imply?  

(a) It meant green fields   (b) Piece of land enclosed from all sides 

(c) It meant open fields    (d) Vast area of marshy land 

Q.18. The Great Agrarian Depression of the 1930s was caused by 

 (a) overproduction of wheat   (b) fall of wheat production 

(c) rise in the price of wheat   (d) overproduction of rice 

Q.19. Opium was exported from India to: 

(a) China    (b) Rome    (c) U.K.    (d) Portugal 

Q.20. The Manchus were 

 (a) Chinese rulers   (b) Roman rulers   (c) Indian rulers  (d) Portuguese 

rulers 

 

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS [3 MARKS] 

Q.1. Why were the poor farmers of England against the threshing machines? What was 

theCaptain Swing Movement 

Ans. The poor farmers felt the threshing machines would replace people, would deprive them of their 

livelihood and render them jobless. Captain Swing was a mythical name used in threatening letters, 

written by workmen against the use of threshing machines by rich farmers 

Q2. Define the following: 

(a) Agriculture (b) Enclosure (c) Commons 

Ans. Agriculture: It is the science or practice of farming, i.e. cultivating land for growing crops; 

keeping animals. 

Enclosure: Enclosing land by building hedges around their holdings to separate their land-holdings 

from that of others is called Enclosure. This deprived poor farmers of using the commons. 

Commons: It was land which belonged to the villagers as a whole. Here they pastured their cows and 

grazed their sheep, collected fuel wood, fruit and berries. They fished in the rivers and ponds and 

hunted rabbits in the common forests. 

Q.3. „Over the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the English countryside 
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changeddramatically.‟ Explain. 

Ans.1. Over the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the English countryside changed 

dramatically. 

2. Before this time, in large parts of England the countryside was open. It was not partitioned into 

enclosed lands privately owned by landlords. It was all open fields and common lands. 

3. After the mid-eighteenth century the Enclosure Movement swept through the countryside, changing 

the English landscape forever. Between 1750 and 1850, 6 million acres of land was enclosed. 

Q.4. Why were the Manchus unwilling to allow the entry of foreign goods into China? 

Ans. The Confucian rulers of China were suspicious of all foreign merchants. They felt that these 

foreigners would meddle in local politics and disrupt their authority. 

Q.5. Explain three factors which led to the Enclosure Movement in England after theMid-

eighteenth century 

Ans. The factors which led to the Enclosure Movement in England were: 

 (1) Rapid expansion of population from 7 million in 1750 to 21 million in 1850 and 30 million in 1900. 

 (2) Increased demand for food grains to feed the growing population. 

 (3)War with France disrupted trade and import of food grains from Europe. Prices in England 

skyrocketed, encouraging landowners to enclose lands and enlarge the area under grain cultivation. 

Profits flowed in and landowners pressurised the parliament to pass the Enclosure Acts. 

Q.6. Discuss why the British Parliament passed the Enclosure Acts 

Ans.1. Till the middle of the eighteenth century the Enclosure Movement proceeded very slowly. The 

early enclosures were usually created by individual landlords. 

2.They were not supported by the state or the Church. After the mid-eighteenth century, however, the 

Enclosure Movement swept through the countryside, changing the English landscape forever. Between 

1750 and 1850,3.6 million acres of land was enclosed. The British Parliament no longer watched this 

progress from a distance. It passed 4,000 Acts legalising these Enclosures. 

Q.7. what was the effect of Enclosure Movement on landlords of England? 

Ans. The Enclosure Movement was instrumental in making the rich landlords richer by filling. Due to it, 

the landlords brought various changes in agricultural methods and technology. The richer farmers 

expanded grain production, sold this grain in the world market, made profits and became powerful. 

The poor farmers sold their small land pieces to richer farmers. They left the villages. 
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Q.8. Enclosure filled the pockets of landlords. What happened to the poor persons who 

depended on the commons for their survival? 

Ans. Enclosures filled the pockets of the rich landlords. When fences came up the enclosed land 

become the property of one landowner. The poor could no longer collect apples and berries or hunt 

small animals for meat, nor could they gather the stalkes that lay on the fields after the crop was cut. 

Everything belonged to the land-lord, everything had a price which the poor could not afford to pay. 

The poor were displaced from the land. They tramped in search of work.From Midlands they moved to 

the southern countries of England. 

Q.9. Explain three reasons for Captain Swing riots in English countryside. 

Ans.1. Modern agriculture in England: Use of threshing machines deprived workmen of their livelihood. 

2. Enclosures: These deprived the poor of the use of the commons which was essential for their 

survival. The Enclosures barred them from pasteurising their cows 

3. Collecting fruits and berries, fuel wood, hunting small animals for food etc., cutting of wages 

bylandlords    and cutting down of workmen. 

 All these factors prompted/induced the poor to start the Captain Swing riots. 

Q.10. Discuss the effect of Agricultural Revolution on different sections of people in 

EnglishCountryside 

Ans. 1.The coming of modern agriculture in England led to many different changes. The open fields 

disappeared, and the customary rights of peasants were undermined. 

2. The richer farmers expanded grain production, sold this grain in the world market, made profits, and 

became powerful. 

3. The poor left their villages in large numbers. Some went from Midlands to the southern countries 

where jobs were available, others to the cities. The income of labourers became unstable, their jobs 

insecure, their livelihoods precarious. 

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS [5 MARKS] 

Q.1. Discuss the factors that precipitated the Agricultural Depression. What were the 

consequences of this Depression? 

An1. after the Napoleonic wars had ended, thousands of soldiers returned to the villages. They needed 

alternative jobs to survive. 

2.But this was a time when grain from Europe began flowing into England, prices declined and an 
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Agricultural Depression set in. Anxious landowners began reducing the area they cultivated and 

demanded that the exports of crops be stopped 

 3.They tried to cut wages and the number of workmen they employed. The unemployed poor tramped 

from village to village, and those with uncertain jobs lived in fear of a loss of their livelihood. 

4.The Captain Swing riots spread in the countryside at this time. For the poor, the threshing machines 

had become sign of bad times. 

Q.2. Why did the farmers feel the need to introduce mechanisation in agriculture during the 

Napoleonic wars? 

Ans. During the Napoleonic wars, prices of food grains were high and farmers expanded production 

vigorously. Fearing a shortage of labour, they began buying the new threshing machines that had 

come into the market. They complained of the insolvency of labourers, their drinking habits and the 

difficulty of making them work. The machines, they thought, would help them reduce their dependence 

on labourers. 

Q.3. Discuss the westward expansion of the white settlers in America. 

Ans. The story of agrarian expansion is closely connected to the westward movement of the white 

settlers who took over the land. After the American War of Independence from 1775 to 1783 and the 

formation of the United States of America, the white Americans began to move westward. By the time 

Thomas Jefferson became the President of the USA in 1800, over 

700,000 white settlers had moved into Appalachian plateau through the passes. 

Q.4. What were the problems associated with wheat expansion in USA? Discuss with special 

reference to mechanisation and „dust bowl‟. 

Ans.1. In the late 19th century, there was a great expansion of wheat cultivation in the USA. With an 

increase in population. The expansion was made possible by new technology. 

2. Implements and tools were modified to suit their needs. Now farmers were using tractors and disk 

ploughs to clear land for cultivation.  

3. Mechanical reapers were used to reap and cut harvest. By the early 20th century, combined 

harvesters were being used to cut grain. 

4. Now with power-driven machinery large tracts of land could be ploughed, seeded, harvested within 

a short time. But there were problems. Poor farmers were hard to pay the taxes. They could not buy 

these machines. The bank offered loans but most and they could not repay these loans. Many of them 
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left their farms in search of a job. In addition, terrifying dust storms began to blow, blinding the 

people, choking the cattle, covering fields, rivers, and machines with dust. This was because the entire 

area had been ploughed and stripped of grass whose roots could have bounded the soil. 

Q.5.Which system was introduced by the British to make the unwilling cultivators produce 

opium? How did this system work? Discuss with special reference to it being a drawback for 

the peasants. 

Ans.    

1. Ever had enough to survive. It was difficult for them to pay rent to the landlord or to buy food and   

clothing  

2. The government's opium agents advanced money to them through the headmen of their village.         

3. They felt tempted to accept it, hoping to meet their immediate needs and pay back the loan at a 

later date,      but the loan paid by the peasants to the headmen and through him to the 

government. 

4. By taking the loan the cultivator was forced to grow opium on a specified area of land and hand 

over the      produce to the agents once the crop had been harvested. 

HOTS: 

Q.1. „The history of opium production in India was linked up with the story of British trade 

with China.‟ Elaborate. 

Ans. 1.The history of opium production in India was linked up with the story of British trade with 

China. The English East India Company was buying tea and silk from China for sale i England. As tea 

became a popular English drink, tea trade became more and more important.  This created a problem. 

2. England at this time was producing nothing that could easily be sold in China. How to finance the 

tea trade? They searched for such a commodity. The Portuguese had  introduced opium into China. 

3. Western merchants began an illegal trade in opium. While the English cultivated a taste forChinese 

tea, the Chinese became addicted to opium. 

Q.2. Discuss the reasons for the Opium Wars (1837-42). 

Ans.1. In 1839, the Chinese Emperor sent Lin-Ze-xu to Canton as a Special Commissioner with 

instructions to stop the opium trade. 

2. After he arrived in Canton in the spring of 1839, Lin arrested 1,600 men involved in the trade and 

confiscated 11,000 pounds of opium 
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3. He forced the factories to hand over their stocks of opium, burnt 20,000 crates of opium and blew 

the ashes to the wind. 

4. When he announced that Canton was closed to foreign trade Britain declared war. Defeated in the 

Opium War (1837–42) 

5. The Chinese were forced to accept the humiliating terms of the subsequent treaties, legalising 

opium trade and opening up China to foreign merchants. 

Q.3. „The conflict between the British government, peasants and local traders continued as 

long as opium production lasted.‟ Elaborate. 

Ans.1. By 1773, the British Government in Bengal had established a monopoly to trade in opium. No 

one else was legally permitted to trade in the product. 

2. By the 1820s, the British taxed opium production in their territories to make it declining, but it was 

increasing outside British territories, especially in central India and Rajasthan within princely states, 

which are not under direct British control. 

3. The British tried to stop it. It instructed its agents in princely states to confiscate all opium and 

destroy the crops. This conflict between the British Government, peasants and local traders continued 

as long as opium production lasted. 

VALUE BASED QUESTIONS: 

Q.1. Discuss the westward expansion of the white settlers in America. 

Q.2. Why were the farmers of Bengal unwilling to grow opium in their farms?  

Q.3. Why the poor of England were opposed to the threshing machines 

KEY TO MCQ: 

1.(d) 2.(d)3.(c)4.(c)5.(d)6.(d)7.(d)8.(b)9.(d)10.(b)11.(b)12.(a)13.(c)14.(c)15.(d)16.(d)17.(b)18.(a)19.(a)20.(a) 

 


